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     Specialty Panels
Emtech manufactures several specialty panels for  the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.  These
are all panels that were used exclusively in older chapel
installations or in current remodeling of their chapels.

SPC Series- Pedestal Controls
Bishops’ pedestal The SPC Series consists of the SPC3, SPC4, SPC5X7,
        controls and SPC5X12.  The SPC3 provides sound system

control with a lighted pushbutton switch for system on/off,
a paddle switch for rising and lowering the pulpit, and a
volume control pot.  The SPC4 provides the same con-
trols as the SPC3 with the addition of a switched volume

IRP or Ivie Mixers control pot for satellite audio.  The SPC5X7 is a 5” X 7”
anodized blank  that can be used, if needed, in the
installation of either a SPC3 or SPC4.  The SPC5X12 is
a 5” X 12” anodized blank for use in installing the SPC3
or SPC4. When ordering you will need to specify whether
the SPC3 or SPC4 are for an IRP or Ivie Mixer.

170 Blank
remodel cover-up The 170 Blank is a 13.5” X 13.5” blank wallplate used

to cover the hole left by a 170 In-Wall Amplifier when
it is removed from a chapel.  The wallplate is made of
16ga. steel painted off-white.



Specifications:

All of these specialty panels are built and manufactured according to the specifica-
tion requirements of the Audio Engineering Department of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints.

Warranty:

Emtech Electronics, Inc. warrants  each SPC3 and SPC4 panel for the period of one
year, from the original date of purchase, against defects in parts and workmanship.
All other specialty panels are warranted for a period of 90 days, from the original
date of purchase, against defects in parts and workmanship.  If a defect occurs, the
panel or panels will be repaired or replaced, at our option, free of all charges if
delivered prepaid to the factory.  Warranty does not extend to finish, appearance,
abuse or defects due to misuse or operation under other than specified conditions,
nor does it extend to incidental or consequential damages.  Repair by anyone other
than Emtech will void the warranty.
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